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МОДУЛЬ 1  COMMUNICATION
Активная лексика:
likely to be correct, moves quickly, simplest ideas, understand the meaning, make
someone believe something is true, rub fingernails against the skin, unconscious
physical response, suppose, believable, focusing on, the deciding factor, build,
improve, facial, business, non-verbal, powers, crossed, body language, space,
minor, clenched, bowed, wrinkled, squinted, shrugged, snapped, shook, drummed,
scratched, licked, trust/recall/consider/think, hurts/suffers/aches/pains,
familiar/aware/known/ recognized, glare, stare, wink, peer, glance,classical, folk,
country, jazz, pop, rock, blues, hand-crafted, language, main, swap, high, broaden,
get, common, orchestra/band, scene/stage, spectators/audience, affect/effect,
hythm/rhyme, mind/memory, transmitted/broadcast, private/personal, nightclub,
leisure centre, amusement arcade, cinema, funfair, circus, rock concert, youth club
work, international, living, build, receive, remarkable, follow, innovative, modern,
powerful, accent, dialect, defeated by force, a common language used by speakers
of other languages, taken in, become established
On the one hand..., On the other hand..., There are many benefits to..., One of the
drawbacks of... is..., My personal opinion is that…, Do you think it would be a
good idea to..., What about..., Would it be better if..., I like this, too, because..., I’m
not sure I agree with that because...
I would say that..., I think it’s fair to say..., One thing that should be
mentioned is..., There’s no doubt in my mind that..., A (serious) downside of... is...,
It’s a good idea, but..., I think this would be popular because..., Some people might
not be too keen on that because..., I think it would be a better idea to..., Do you
agree with me that...Do you think I should...?, Do you have any idea about...?, Can
you think of anything that...?, What do you advise?, What can I do?, If I were you,
I’d..., You should/shouldn’t..., The best thing to do is..., Why don’t you...?, Have
you thought of/about (+-ing-форма)...?, Another idea is to..., It’s best not to..., I
hope my advice helps., Hope things get better., Let me know what happens.
MODULE 2  CHALLENGES
Активная лексика:
conservation, breaks, support, use, live, grow, tourism, supply,swarm, pack, litter,
pod, herd, army, pride, flock, school, colony, thunderous, ever-thickening, pumice,
drill, perfectly, quest, gasp, grove, excavation, provide, set up, desperate
earthquake, flood, oil spill, avalanche, famine, volcanic eruption, hurricane,
landslide, tsunami, drought, heatwave, forest fires, thrilling, scary, fun, risky,
intense, exhilarating, dangerous, incredible challenge, opens up, perseverance,

remember, tension, embarrassment, crater, extensive, passion, obstruct, fearful,
barren/gloomy, represent, evaluate, landscape, supporters, extreme sports
(paragliding), team sports (rugby), water sports (water polo), ball sports (squash),
spectator sports (football), contact sports (karate), winter sports (skiing), lie/lay,
physical/mental challenge(s), be well, prepared, be fit/in peak condition, train for
long periods, revise/study, gain confidence, have the determination to succeed,
believe in yourself, developing skills, appropriate qualifications, gaining,
knowledge, career opportunities, improving your prospects, vocational training,
hands-on experience, getting a degree, better paid jobs, surprise about, we did not
really like, I trust I will not have to take this matter further, rather disorganised and
inefficient, not working very well, physical features of an area, attitude and
actions, no longer used, digs, using increased effort, borders between countries,
noisy, busy activity, individual examples, famous, possessing a desirable feature,
pretty, attractive, with gentle slopes and hills
Глаголы для обозначения звуков:roar, scream, howl, shriek, cry, yell, twitter,
buzz, growl.
There seems to be something wrong with…, That’s/It’s (just/simply/clearly, etc.)
unacceptable/not acceptable., That’s/It’s not good enough., That/It
(just/simply/clearly, etc.)
won’t do., This is not right., It’s a (real) shame./It seems a (real) shame to me
that…, It’s disgusting!/It’s a disgrace! As far as I’m concerned..., In my opinion...,
Another thing I’d like to point out is..., I believe that...Let’s face it, ..., I think it
depends on..., I’d say... are... in different ways., It’s a bit difficult to decide, That
sounds like a great idea..., I think you’re right..., I don’t really agree with that
because..., I’m not really sure this...apologise/say how sorry I am, are aware/know,
it was impossible for me to/there was no way I could, displeased/cross, by way of
an apology/to make up for things, fantastic/excellent, in a terrific rush/under great
pressure, why don’t you let me/perhaps I could
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MODULE 3  RIGHTS
Активная лексика:important, surprised, serious-looking, absolute/complete,
quick, enraged/angry, gloomy,early, hard, genuine, air, normal, blankly, drop, set
off, personal, wrongly, controlled, criminal, arson, littering, vandalism, illegal
parking, blackmail, burglary, speeding, shoplifting, murder, assault, cyber crime,
fraud, hijacking, kidnapping, smuggling, pickpocketing, armed robbery, mugging,
drink driving, hooliganism, health, useful, broadcasts, valued, state, underdeveloped, technological, harsh, change, portable, connect, install, remote control,
recharge, press, plug in, store, insert, upload, pad, dish, screen, control, lens, view,
microphone, display, network, built-in, disability pension, mentally handicapped,
social services, low income, unemployment, benefit, state pension, subsidised rent,
healthcare, decent accommodation, council housing, well-trained medical staff,
efficient clinics and hospitals, improved diagnosis and treatment, scientific
advances, effective health campaigns, return to life, memorable music, delightful,
money-making, variety, keeps, sensible, reasonable, truthful, open, continued,
speak quietly, travelled, went, untrue story which is widely believed,
approximately, survive financially, making sure, detailed clearly, flooded, gave
out, ruined, involved, as much as possible, damaging, the process of keeping places
clean and healthy, cruel & violent treatment, evidence, fine, charged, engaged,
breakthrough, exposed, numerous, success, profitable, bizarre, criminal, stare,
interrogation, police, illegal, armed, fully, valued, radio, technological
How can I help you?, Have you got a specific brand in mind?, It will cost... after
discount., That’s fine. I’d like to..., Not really. Could you suggest..., How much is
it?, Can I pay by credit card? I think this is important because…, It seems to me
that… , because, That’s really a good point, but…, I’m not sure I entirely agree
with you because…
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MODULE 4. SURVIVAL
Активная лексика: take, suitable, blood, analyse, living, pleasant, closest,
museum, star, research, genes, continuously, chance, identical, adapts, carry out,
inherit, creation, dwarf, asteroids, constellations, moons, supernova, comets,
last, strain, maintain, attracted, become extremely weak, large cupboard/room to
keep food, hold together and twist, destroyed, suggested, circling, instant, despair,
ultimate, homo, alternative, colonise, increasing, borrowed, exhaust, granted,
barren, stepping, orbit, space exploration, gather, natural resources, scientific
breakthrough, launch, observation satellites, magnetic field, manned, colonization,
mission, nutritional value, price, crop protection, disease resistant, unknown
effects, unnatural, controversial, preventing infection, a protest group, a large
meeting, delivery, growing, extremely poor, make sure of, sensitive, disruption,
moving/travelling, cut off, a structure housing bees, peel, grate, core, melt, slice,
mix, beat, toss, drain, separate, crush, bite, munch, chew, swallow, sip, grind,
easily damaged, getting bigger, work/try hard under difficult circumstances,
escape, whole, not fit for living in, gradually, in danger, supplies, shocking, final,
wear away, profoundly, officially, enclosures, ultimate, burden, controversy,
sensationalist, overlooked, exploitation, reintroduce, blood, closest, pleasant,
common, solar, homo, alternative, borrowed, barren, harsh
It seems that... it could..., I think it’s probably, It might, I’m pretty sure that
That sounds really interesting/fascinating…, I think this would be very
educational…, My only objection to this idea is…, I’m not sure I would
recommend this because…To start with, Secondly, In addition, Finally, On the
other hand, However
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MODULE 5. SPOILT FOR CHOICE
Активная лексика: violent heat, continuous drizzle, promising introduction to
life, unaware of the shock, looking forward to making new friends, first day of
term, clusters of teenagers, laughed and chatted together, no one glanced in my
direction swallowed my pride, strolled over to a group of boys, a permanent sneer
on his face, teenage indifference, been made to feel welcome, my heart sinking
once again, leaden, air, bright, slam, sparkling, latest, rose-tinted, swallow, feel,
deep, rain, fog, drizzle, storm, snow, ice, heatwave, downpour, gust, flood, frost,
gale, hurricane, hail, drought, cyclone, monsoon, sunny, to participate in
international tournaments, volunteer for environmental projects, experience local
customs/traditions/cultures, look for work, visit friends/family far away, enjoy
beautiful scenery/diverse, wildlife/natural wonders see magnificent
temples/landmarks/unusual architecture, collect strange souvenirs/crafts, sample
local dishes, jungle, diverse, intensely, holiday, wildlife, take, tree, deep, stimulate,
significant, personal, annual
determined, strong, brave, proud, sceptical, shy, confident, adventurous, impatient,
insincere, a shopping mall, a corner shop, a street market, somebody buying
something online, weak, join together, huge, terrible, very full, contents, shining
brightly and hotly, things sth can do, very bright, increases gradually, lowest part,
very important, being discussed, giving money to, dismal, grim, utter, heritage,
organic, stylish, reputable, convenient, exclusive, browse, sparkling, rose-tinted,
foreign, significant, chain, market, flea, shopping, top, slam
In my opinion/view, ..., I believe/think/feel (that), I strongly believe..., It
seems/appears to me (that)..., To my mind, ..., The way I see it, ..., I (do not) agree
that/with…, I am fully in favour of… On the other hand..., Alternatively..., It can
be argued that..., However..., In contrast..., Some people argue... A useful
suggestion would be to..., Steps/Measures should be taken in order to solve/deal
with..., Another solution..., ...could be solved by..., Another way to ... is/would be
to..., It would be a good idea if/to..., It would help if you/we, etc...., The situation
could be improved if…

